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Planting Cover Crops
Healthy soils are the key to a
freezing temperatures and should
productive garden. A healthy
be planted after danger of frost.
soil is rich in organic matter,
Most take six to eight weeks to
active with microorganisms, and
grow large enough to turn under.
full of nutrients. The most effecCool-season cover crops will surtive way we can improve soil
vive through the winter. They are
health is by adding organic matplanted in the fall, from mid-Septer to our gardens. Organic mattember until the end of October,
DAVID
ter helps maintain the pH baland left over winter to provide
CANTRELL
ance of the soil, adds nutrients,
protection from soil erosion.
and improves soil structure.
Some recommended Cool SeaCover cropping is a sustainson Cover crops:
able way we can build, protect, and
Legumes: Alfalfa, Arrowleaf Clover,
enrich soils. Cover crops are grown with
Winter Peas, Crimson Clover, Hairy
the sole purpose of being turned back
Vetch, Red & White Clover
into the soil. After being incorporated
Grasses: Barley, Oats, Ryegrass, Winter
into the soil, the decomposing plants add
Wheat
organic matter back into the soil, providFor more information of planting and
ing essential elements, improving nutrigrowing cover crops, contact your local
ent availability, water holding capacity
OSU Extension Office.
and soil structure.
Cover crops are divided into two cateDavid Cantrell is the agriculture Extengories: warm-season and cool-season,
sion educator for Pittsburg County. Conbased on the optimum times to plant and
grow. Warm-season types will not tolerate tact him at 918-423-4120.

disappointing earnings,
rising interest rates, recessions, terrorism, Ebola
and political theater sends
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them plunging.
So, if stocks never
Imagine if stocks
crashed, prices would rise
weren’t volatile. Imagine
so high that a new crash
they went up 8 percent a
was pretty much guaranyear, every year, with no
volatility. Nice and stable. teed. That’s why the whole
history of the stock marWhat would happen in
ket is boom to bust, rinse,
this world?
repeat. Volatility is the
Nobody would own
price you have to be willbonds or cash, which
return about zero percent. ing to pay to earn higher
returns than other assets.
Why would you if you
— Falling prices are not
could earn a steady, stable,
8 percent return in stocks? indicative of the crowd.
It’s easy to watch the
In this world, stock
market fall 500 points and
prices would surge until
they offered a return clos- think, “Wow, everyone is
panicking. Everyone is
er to bonds and cash. If
selling. They know somestocks really had no
thing I don’t.”
volatility, prices would
That’s not true at all.
rise until they yielded the
Market prices reflect the
same amount as FDICinsured savings accounts. last trade made. It shows
the views of marginal
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buyers and marginal sellperfection with no room
for error — the first whiff ers — whoever was will-

Motley

and sell at the lowest
price. The most recent
price can represent one
share traded, or 100,000
shares traded. Whatever it
is, it doesn’t reflect the
views of the vast majority
of shareholders, who just
sit there doing nothing.
Consider: The S&P fell
almost 20 percent in the
summer of 2011. That’s a
big fall. But at Vanguard
— one of the largest
money managers, with
more than $3 trillion — 98
percent of investors didn’t
make a single change to
their portfolios. “Ninetyeight percent took the
long-term view,” wrote
Vanguard’s Steve Utkus.
“Those trading are a very
small subset of investors.”
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Tuesday Oct. 21st, 2
cattle. Steers $3 to $6
$4 to $8 lower. Next S
and Bull Sale is Nov. 1
13th. Consignments a
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There is a sale every T
a.m. The sale for cows
seven days a week, 24

A lot of what moves day
to-day prices are computers playing pat-a-cake
with themselves. You
shouldn’t read into it for
meaning.
— Plunges don’t tell you
anything about the economy.
It’s easy to look at plung
ing markets and think it’s
foretelling something bad
in the economy, like a
recession.
But that’s not always the
case.
As my friend Ben Carlson showed recently, there
have been 13 corrections
of 10 percent or more
since World War II that
were not followed by a
recession. Stocks fell 35
percent in 1987 with no
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